Low circulating levels of bisphenol-A induce cognitive deficits and loss of asymmetric spine synapses in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and hippocampus of adult male monkeys
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Abstract

Bisphenol-A (BPA) is widely used in the manufacture of plastics, epoxy resins and certain paper products. A majority of the population in the developed world is routinely exposed to BPA from multiple sources and has significant circulating levels of BPA. Although BPA is categorized as an endocrine disruptor with a growing literature on adverse effects, it is uncertain whether cognitive dysfunction is induced in humans by exposure to BPA. The present study examined the impact of BPA in primate brain by exposing adult male vervet monkeys for 4 weeks continuously to circulating levels of BPA that were in the range measured in studies of humans environmentally exposed to BPA. This regimen of exposure to BPA decreased both working memory accuracy and the number of excitatory synaptic inputs on dendritic spines of pyramidal neurons in two brain regions that are necessary for working memory (prefrontal cortex and hippocampus). These observed behavioral and synaptic effects ameliorated following withdrawal from BPA. As Old world monkeys (e.g., vervets) and humans share some uniquely primate morphological, endocrine and cognitive traits, this study indicates the potential for significant cognitive disruption following exposure of humans to BPA.
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Introduction

Bisphenol A (BPA) is currently one of the highest production volume chemicals in the world, with 5 million metric tons produced annually (CDC, 2013) with continued growth anticipated in the upcoming years. BPA has been widely used since the 1960s in the manufacture of polycarbonate and polyvinylchloride plastics, epoxy resins and certain paper products, and it is now known that a large majority of people in the developed world are routinely exposed to BPA from multiple sources, including food and drink packaging, protective coatings on metal food cans, dental composites, thermal paper, and some water supply pipes (Chapin et al., 2008; Vandenberg et al., 2013). Alternatives to BPA for most of these applications do not perform as well, or are significantly more expensive, or have their own toxicity (Liao et al., 2012) and, thus, are not widely used. BPA is pharmacologically active and is classified as an endocrine disruptor, with its most established effects being interactions at subtypes of estrogen receptors (Rubin, 2011). It is important therefore to note that the circulating levels of BPA measured in humans are in the range (0.5-2 ng/ml) (Vandenberg et al., 2010) where pharmacological effects could occur (Vandenberg et al., 2012). In fact, there are several studies in rodents demonstrating that BPA can induce biochemical alterations in reproductive organs and brain (Welshons et al., 2006; Hajszan and Leranth, 2010; Rubin, 2011). Presumably as a result of its CNS actions, some altered behaviors, such as learning and memory, have been observed following exposure of rodents to BPA (reviewed by Wolstenholme et al., 2011), although in all these studies BPA was administered as a bolus treatment and the circulating levels of BPA were not measured.

In view of distinct neuroendocrine differences among species (Melmed and Conn, 2005) and species differences in response to BPA (Vandenberg et al., 2012), we have been particularly interested in the effects of BPA in non-human primates, as such studies provide the most reliable indicator of the potential impact of BPA on health in humans. Indeed, Old world monkeys and humans share certain uniquely primate morphological, endocrine and cognitive traits (Lacreuse and Herndon, 2009). We have previously shown in female monkeys that a loss of asymmetric (excitatory) spine synapses in hippocampus and prefrontal cortex is induced by ovariectomy, and that the recovery of spine synapse numbers achieved by restoration of estradiol is blocked by concurrent and continuous BPA exposure (Leranth et al., 2008a). The vast majority of asymmetric synapses in prefrontal cortex and hippocampus are located on dendritic spines of pyramidal neurons (Nimchinsky et al., 2002; Calabrese et al., 2006), and remodeling of spine synapses in prefrontal cortex and hippocampus plays a critical role in cognition, learning and memory (Kasai et al., 2003; Blanpied and Ehlers, 2004; Gonzalez-Burgos, 2012). Thus, the ability of BPA to interfere with spine synapse formation suggests that its exposure may induce profound neurocognitive effects in non-human primates. In the present study we tested this hypothesis by determining whether continuous exposure of adult male monkeys to BPA in a dose that achieves circulating levels of BPA typically measured in humans, produces loss of
asymmetric spine synapses in prefrontal cortex and hippocampus, and if so, whether these changes are associated with working memory deficits that depend on these brain regions (Goldman-Rakic, 1995; Axmacher et al., 2007; Fuster, 2008).

**Materials and Methods**

**Animals**

Sixteen young adult male St. Kitts African vervet monkeys (Chlorocebus sabaeus) were housed at the St Kitts Biomedical Research Foundation facilities. Monkeys were fed Harlan Teklad New Iberia Primate Diet (#8773) supplemented with seasonal local fruits. Water was constantly available, and delivered through pipes that do not contain BPA. Protocols were reviewed and approved in advance by the Animal Care and Use Committees of both Yale University and St Kitts Biomedical Research Facility; all studies were conducted in accordance with the U.S. National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals.

**Bisphenol-A treatment**

Deuterium-labeled BPA (d-BPA, CDN Isotopes, Quebec, Canada) was used in these studies because it can be clearly distinguished from BPA by liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS), thus eliminating concern about potential BPA contamination from materials used in the preparation, handling or shipment of samples (Volkel et al., 2002; Taylor et al., 2011). As the goal of the study was to examine the synaptic and behavioral effects of environmentally-relevant circulating levels of BPA, we administered BPA from a subcutaneous minipump that ensured a constant and reliable delivery of BPA (Vandenberg et al., 2014). Our previous studies have confirmed that in adult male rats, administration of BPA by either subcutaneous injection or by oral gavage elicits a loss in number of spine synapses in prefrontal cortex and CA1 region of hippocampus (Hajszan and Leranth, 2010). d-BPA was delivered subcutaneously in a propylene glycol vehicle from an osmotic minipump (Alzet model 2ML4, Durect Corp., Cupertino, CA) to achieve a dose of 50 μg/kg/day for 30 days. The current oral Reference Dose for BPA is 50 μg/kg/day (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1993). The minipumps were placed subcutaneously in the upper back region while animals were anesthetized. Each monkey received a minipump; half of the monkeys received d-BPA while the other half received vehicle from the minipump. The mean weight of the monkeys in each group was the same (5.5 kg). After 30 days the minipumps were removed from all animals.

**Working Memory Performance**

Working memory maintenance was assessed in monkeys using a two-choice spatial delayed response task (James et al., 2007). A custom-designed Wisconsin General Test apparatus fitted directly on to the cage, where an opaque screen separated the monkey from two equally spaced wells that could be covered to conceal rewards (i.e., a small piece of banana, grape or apple). A trial began when the screen was raised and the monkey watched the experimenter bait one of the two wells. The reward was concealed from view (using a small object placed directly over both wells) and the screen lowered and immediately raised (a ~0 s delay). Monkeys made a response by displacing one of the objects and, when a correct
response was made, allowed to retrieve the reward. The next trial began following a 20 s inter-trial interval. Monkeys completed 30 trials per day where delays and rewarded wells were counterbalanced and randomized across trials on each testing day.

Initially all 16 untreated monkeys were trained to perform the cognitive task until each had achieved 80% success rate in retrieving the food reward from the correct well on the 0 sec delay condition. Monkeys were then exposed to sessions where the delay was increased to 2 s, then to 4 s. The “baseline” working memory capacity of monkeys was assessed during two consecutive variable delay sessions using the 0, 2, and 4 s delays. During these sessions to determine baseline performance, 1/3 of trials involved a ~0 s delay, 1/3 of trials involved a ~2 s delay and 1/3 of trials involved a ~4 s delay and the order of particular delays was randomized during the session. After analysis of working memory accuracy, monkeys were divided into 2 equally sized matching groups and osmotic minipumps containing either BPA or vehicle were implanted. One week following insertion of the osmotic BPA pumps, working memory capacity was reassessed in each group of monkeys during two variable delay sessions, applying the same delays that were used during the baseline assessments. At 4 weeks after implantation of osmotic minipumps, additional variable delay sessions were collected, where delays were increased to 0, 4, and 8 s, to theoretically increase the cognitive demands of the task. Following these behavioral assessments, half of the monkeys in each group (“BPA-chronic group” and vehicle) were euthanized and pumps were removed from the remaining monkeys. Two weeks later additional variable delay sessions using the 0, 4, and 8 s delays were collected in the remaining monkeys (“BPA-recovery group” and vehicle: n=4). The monkeys in the BPA-recovery group were euthanized 4 weeks after removal of the osmotic minipump. Our dependent measures across all variable delay sessions were the mean number of correct responses and the mean number of omissions in each group. Accuracy (percent of correct responses made over the total number of completed trials) was calculated across each of the delays for each variable delay session.

Bisphenol assay

Venous blood was collected at 1 and 4 weeks after insertion of minipumps, and unconjugated d-BPA concentration (i.e., the “free”, pharmacologically active form) was measured in plasma by LC-MS analysis as described before (Elsworth et al., 2013a). Briefly, proteins were precipitated by acetonitrile and methanol (2:1), and after centrifugation, the clear supernatant reduced to dryness under vacuum. The residue was reconstituted by mixing with 60% methanol, and an aliquot separated by reverse phase HPLC, with detection of d-BPA by selected ion monitoring of the mass-charge ratio 239. Quantification was made by reference to a concentration range of 10 external standards of d-BPA.

Postmortem sample collection

After intravenous administration of an overdose of sodium pentobarbital, brains of 3 animals from each group (BPA-chronic, BPA-recovery and vehicle) were perfused with cold saline, then removed and cut into 4 mm coronal sections as described (Elsworth et al., 2008). Specific regions were punch dissected from the fresh slices on a refrigerated surface, placed in cryotubes and frozen in liquid nitrogen. The remainder of each section was post-fixed at 4 C, either in 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7.4 for 24 hours, or in a
series of fixatives containing increasing concentrations of paraformaldehyde and glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7.4 over 4 days. This latter fixation technique enabled spine synapse counts to be made by electron microscopy in tissue from the immersion fixation process, as described previously (Elsworth et al., 2013b). Fixed samples were stored in 0.1M phosphate buffer pH 7.4 containing 0.1% sodium azide at 4 C. The brain of 1 animal from each of the 3 groups was perfused with room temperature saline, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde and 1% glutaraldehyde in 0.1M phosphate buffer pH 7.4, followed by overnight fixation in 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7.4 at 4 C, before storage in 0.1M phosphate buffer pH 7.4 containing 0.1% sodium azide at 4 C. These 3 brains were perfusion-fixed instead of immersion-fixed to allow a more detailed examination of the ultrastructure by electron microscopy.

Spine Synapses

The numbers of asymmetric (excitatory) spine synapses in CA1 stratum radiatum and layers 2/3 of Walker’s area 46 of DLPFC were calculated using an unbiased electron microscopic stereological approach as published previously (Leranth et al., 2008b; Miettinen et al., 2012). Layers 2/3 of DLPFC were chosen for analysis because: a) they are well positioned to exert powerful effects on cognition, sending projections to associational cortical regions in addition to innervating layer 5 neurons (Pucak et al., 1996; Song et al., 2012), b) asymmetric spine synapse number in these layers is significantly correlated with working memory performance in primates (Peters et al., 2008), c) in primates there is a relatively dense DA innervation of layers 2/3 in DLPFC (Kroner et al., 2007), which appears to regulate asymmetric spine synapse number (Elsworth et al., 2013b), and d) asymmetric spine number in layers 2/3 of DLPFC in adult female monkeys is known to be susceptible to BPA (Leranth et al., 2008a). The CA1 subfield of hippocampus was studied because: a) it is known that this region is critical for memory formation (Bird and Burgess, 2008) and b) asymmetric spine synapse number in this region in adult monkeys is particularly sensitive to BPA and to changes in gonadal hormone levels (Leranth et al., 2008a; Hajszan and Leranth, 2010). Synapses on spines in DLPFC and CA1 were identified by the presence of synaptic densities, as well as by the absence of mitochondria, microtubules, and synaptic vesicles. Boutons were recognized by the presence of synaptic vesicles and mitochondria. Asymmetric spine synapses were identified between spines and boutons by the characteristically electron dense postsynaptic density (see Figure 1).

DA assay

In view of our finding indicating that DA can regulate the number of asymmetric synapses (Elsworth et al., 2013b), DA concentration was measured in tissue dissected from the DLPFC, dorsal caudate nucleus and dorsal putamen. The method used for determination of DA concentration is described in detail elsewhere (Morrow et al., 2011). Briefly, frozen tissues were first sonicated in cold perchloric acid containing dihydroxybenzylamine as internal standard. After centrifugation, catechols in the supernatant were adsorbed on an alumina column at pH 8.2, then eluted in dilute acid and finally separated by reverse-phase isocratic HPLC. DA was detected electrochemically, and quantified with respect to internal and external standards. The centrifuged tissue pellet was digested with sodium hydroxide,
and its protein concentration measured using the Lowry method. DA concentrations in tissue samples were calculated as ng per mg protein.

Research Resource Identifiers (RRIDs)
Tools, Software, and Databases: Statistical analyses were conducted with either “IBM SPSS Statistics for Macintosh, Version 21.0 (Chicago, IL)” or “GraphPad Prism version 6.0d for Macintosh, GraphPad Software, Inc. (La Jolla, CA).”

Statistics
Group comparisons were made using non-parametric statistics, and details of individual results are provided in the appropriate sections of Results. Significance was achieved when p <0.05, and lower probabilities were regarded as not significant (NS).

Results
BPA levels
At 1 week after subcutaneous implantation of the pump, the mean plasma level of d-BPA was 0.8 ± 0.1 ng/ml, and just before euthanasia the mean value had fallen to 0.3 ± 0.2 ng/ml. In plasma samples from monkeys that did not receive an implant of d-BPA, there was no peak in the LC-MS chromatogram that corresponded to the retention time and mass-to-charge ratio of d-BPA. Thus, the minipump BPA administration protocol achieved circulating levels of BPA in monkeys that were the range found in surveys of routine human exposure to BPA (Vandenberg et al., 2010).

Working Memory Performance
Accuracy in the two-choice spatial delay response task was examined using Friedman’s test with the accuracy before (baseline) and after osmotic pump implantation (1 week and 4 weeks) at each of the delays (0s, middle delay, long delay) entered as repeated measures and treatment (BPA or vehicle) as the between-subjects factor. Significant effects were followed up using Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests. In BPA-exposed monkeys, there was a significant effect of time on accuracy in the 0 s delay ($\chi^2=7.46; p=0.02$) and middle delay ($\chi^2=6.65; p=0.03$; Figure 2A), but not at the longest delay ($\chi^2=4.32; p=0.12$). We then examined whether these changes in accuracy occurred at the assessments collected one or four weeks following BPA osmotic pump implantation. Compared to baseline accuracy, accuracy at the 0 s and middle delay was significantly lower one week following BPA osmotic pump implantation (0 s delay: $Z=2.21; p=0.03$; middle delay: $Z=2.37; p=0.02$), but not four weeks following BPA osmotic pump implantation (0 s delay: $Z=1.05; p=0.29$; middle delay: $Z=1.40; p=0.16$). In vehicle-exposed monkeys, there was a trend for a decrease in accuracy at the 0 s delay ($\chi^2=6.0; p=0.05$), but no significant effects on accuracy at the middle ($\chi^2=0.27; p=0.88$) or the longest delay ($\chi^2=4.32; p=0.12$). The statistical analysis (above) indicated that working memory accuracy had returned to baseline levels when osmotic minipumps were removed and at the time some of the monkeys were euthanized. However, we continued to assess the performance of the remaining monkeys in case any changes occurred during the recovery period (Figure 2B). The Wilcoxon Signed Rank test showed that 2 weeks after pump removal, there was no significant change in working memory.
accuracy in either group, although BPA-exposed monkeys displayed a non-significant trend-level improvement in accuracy at the middle delay (Z=1.83; p=0.06). Overall, these behavioral data indicate that BPA exposure was associated with a deficit in working memory accuracy when the plasma levels of BPA was 0.8 ng/ml (first week of exposure), but that the deficit ameliorated when the plasma level had fallen to 0.3 ng/ml (fourth week of exposure).

**Spine Synapses**

BPA exposure for 4 weeks (BPA-chronic group) resulted in a significant loss of spine synapses in both DLPFC and the CA1 regions of hippocampus compared with age- and sex-matched control monkeys (Figures 3-5). In addition, this BPA-induced loss of spine synapses did not completely recover during the 4 weeks after minipump removal, as the BPA-recovery group had lower numbers of spine synapses in both DLPFC and hippocampus compared with controls (Fig 5). Specifically, Kruskal-Wallis test for DLPFC reported a significant difference between the 3 groups [p<0.0002] with each group being significantly different from the other groups (Mann-Whitney test, P<0.05). Similarly, the Kruskal-Wallis test for hippocampus revealed a significant difference between the 3 groups [p<0.0002] with each group being significantly different from the other groups (Mann-Whitney test, P<0.05). The main findings from measurements of asymmetric spine synapses in this study were that BPA exposure was associated with decreased number of spine synapses in DLPFC and hippocampus, and that full recovery did not occur in the 4 weeks following cessation of BPA administration.

**DA levels**

DA levels in the DLPFC were 38% lower in the BPA-exposed monkeys compared with controls, but this difference was not statistically significant. It should be noted though that in this analysis there were only 3 animals in each group and that DA levels in DLPFC are inherently quite variable between animals, so there was little statistical power to detect anything but a very sizeable loss of DA. In fact, if historical controls for DA levels in DLPFC are added to the analysis (Elsworth et al., 2013b), then the values from the BPA-exposed monkeys were significantly lower than these controls. Analysis of DA levels in caudate nucleus and putamen by two-way ANOVA revealed significant effects of BPA and region with no significant interaction between these factors. However, non-parametric statistics are more appropriate for this analysis, and this approach did not produce any significant results. Together these data suggest a possible interaction of BPA with DA neurons innervating DLPFC and striatum that deserves further study.

**Discussion**

The present study involved constant exposure of monkeys to BPA for 4 weeks such that the circulating level of unconjugated BPA was within the range reported to be present in most people in developed countries. This administration protocol resulted in a loss of asymmetric spine synapses in the DLPFC and CA1 region of hippocampus and a deficit in working memory performance compared with control monkeys. These data demonstrate that BPA exposure has the potential to induce significant cognitive disruption in humans.
There is significant controversy about the actual extent of exposure to BPA and the health risks of such exposures (Vandenberg et al., 2013). Toxicokinetic models have predicted that the amount of BPA typically consumed by humans should not produce detectable circulating levels of free BPA, based on the assumption that orally delivered BPA is rapidly conjugated in the liver and thus inactivated. However this assumption belies the reports from many studies of bioactive BPA levels in the blood of most subjects (Vandenberg et al., 2010). There are several possible resolutions to this quandary. It is conceivable that the assays of serum or plasma BPA levels are not reliable, although great care has been taken by investigators to avoid false positives, and studies in which subjects purposefully alter their intake of BPA-containing foods have shown concomitant alteration in measured blood levels of BPA. Alternatively, people may ingest more BPA than originally estimated or be exposed to BPA by non-oral routes that would not be subject to first-pass hepatic metabolism, for example by transdermal absorption from BPA-containing items such as thermal paper or inhalation from dust particles containing BPA. Another possibility is that to some extent, conjugated BPA is de-conjugated in vivo and this contributes to free BPA that is detected in blood. It is clear though from the present study that constant exposure of non-human primates to BPA at blood levels measured in humans leads to changes in synaptic plasticity and measureable cognitive deficits. Thus there appears to be important implications of the current study for most individuals in developed regions of the world.

The extent of loss of spine synapses in both DLPFC and hippocampus was substantial. A spatial working memory behavioral task was used in the present study and it is known that the networks involving primate DLPFC are especially critical for spatial working memory processes, by temporarily storing the spatial information required to complete the task (Goldman-Rakic, 1995). Although hippocampus is prominently associated with long-term declarative memory, there is also strong support for the recruitment of hippocampus during working memory tasks (Axmacher et al., 2007). Thus, the BPA-induced losses of spine synapses in DLPFC and CA1 region of hippocampus probably both contributed to the observed working memory deficits.

The cognitive deficit induced by BPA exposure in the present study dissipated during the 2 weeks following removal of the minipump that delivered BPA to the monkeys (BPA-recovery group). This finding demonstrates that the cognitive deficit associated with BPA exposure is reversible, although the exact timing of the recovery is not yet known. It is also unclear whether intermittent BPA exposure would provoke similar behavioral changes to those that we have observed with constant administration. An unexpected finding in this study was that the number of spine synapses in both DLPFC and hippocampus in the BPA-recovery group was significantly lower than control values. This result indicates that the impact of BPA on spine synapses in these 2 brain regions lasts at least 4 weeks following cessation of BPA exposure, even though performance in the cognitive test normalizes within 2 weeks removal of the minipump that delivered BPA. It is not known why the number of spine synapses did not recover fully following cessation of BPA administration or if the numbers would eventually return to control levels. One possibility is that compensatory changes in the neural networks subserving working memory resulted in apparently normal performance on the task while the number of spine synapses in DLPFC and/or hippocampus was significantly lower than in controls. Alternatively, it is possible that apparently normal
working memory in the 2-well spatial delayed task can be achieved with approximately a 20% loss of spine synapses in DLPFC and hippocampus. In addition it should be noted that even though there was no deficit in performance of the 2-well spatial delayed task at 4 weeks after BPA administration, there may have been deficits in other behaviors or endpoints that were not monitored in this study.

An important variable in the overall impact of BPA exposure may be the age of the population being examined. Indeed, there is much concern over the effects of BPA on the developing brain, as this is when a strict sequence of spatial and temporal biochemical signals shapes the functional organization of brain and so it is a time when there is great potential for a toxin to cause long-lasting damage. In fact, we have found that administration of BPA to pregnant monkeys induces loss of asymmetric spine synapses in hippocampus and reduction in the number of tyrosine hydroxylase-immunostained midbrain DA neurons in the offspring (Elsworth et al., 2013a). In contrast, we found that exposure to relatively high levels of BPA did not affect spine synapses or midbrain DA neurons in juvenile monkeys (Elsworth et al., 2013a). Thus, our recent studies have demonstrated an impact of BPA on synaptic plasticity at the prenatal and adult stages of life, but not during the juvenile period (present study and Leranth et al., 2008a; Elsworth et al., 2013a). These different outcomes in monkeys illustrate the potential importance of age as a variable in the vulnerability of the brain to the effects of BPA. As we discussed before, this age-dependent resistant to BPA in juvenile monkeys may be due to differences in hormone levels and their interactions at that stage of life. Alternatively it may be connected to the existence of supernumerary dendritic spines in the cerebral cortex during the pre-adult period in primates. During puberty in primates, selective elimination of the initially overproduced number of synaptic spine in cerebral cortex occurs, and this synaptic pruning continues into early adulthood (Bourgeois et al., 1994; Petanjek et al., 2011). Thus, synaptic density in prefrontal cortex regions peaks at about the juvenile stage of development, and the resistance of spine synapse number to BPA at this age may conceivably be related an increased resilience of spine synapse number to BPA in the pre-pruning period. This contention is supported by the evidence that some of the actions of BPA may be DA-dependent (Masuo and Ishido, 2011; Elsworth et al., 2013a) together with the observation that there is a different sensitivity and distribution of DA receptors in adolescence compared with adulthood (Petanjek et al., 2011; Selemon, 2013). The impact of BPA on the fetal and adult CNS has led to speculations for a role of BPA exposure in neurodegenerative disorders, in addition to memory and cognitive disorders (Masuo and Ishido, 2011). Interestingly, a recent review of the evidence for an effect of BPA on humans found 75 studies linking exposure to adverse perinatal, childhood, and adult health effects (Rochester, 2013).

Loss of asymmetric spine synapses in DLPFC in monkeys has been firmly linked with a reduced frequency of spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic currents and impairment in prefrontal cortex-dependent cognitive tasks (Luebke et al., 2004; Peters et al., 2008). In fact, the number of asymmetric synapses correlates with working memory performance in monkeys (Peters et al., 2008; Elsworth et al., 2015). Thus, the loss of asymmetric synapses in DLPFC in the present study is a likely significant contributor to the cognitive deficits found in the BPA treated monkeys. The upstream biochemical events that drive the
reduction in spine synapse number are not known. One candidate for regulating an alteration of asymmetric spine synapse formation in DLPFC is dysregulation of DA transmission. Support for this contention derives from our studies in MPTP-treated monkeys where there is a preferential loss of DA concentration in targets innervated by midbrain DA neurons, which includes DLPFC, and a loss of asymmetric spine synapses (Elsworth et al., 2013b) together with cognitive deficits (Taylor et al., 1990). Thus, it is possible that dopaminergic alterations played a role in the observed loss of spine synapses and cognitive deficits. However, BPA has a complicated pharmacology and many targets for its action have been identified in different assay systems, including epigenetic changes and pathways and genes regulated by estradiol and thyroid hormones (Hajszan and Leranth, 2010; Rubin, 2011; Alonso-Magdalena et al., 2012). Future studies will be necessary to delineate accurately the mechanism underlying the effect of BPA on cognition.

In conclusion, this study reveals that significant behavioral and synaptic effects result from exposure of adult male non-human primates to blood levels of BPA that are in the range found in most people in the developed world. Specifically, constant administration of relatively low levels of BPA induced a marked loss of excitatory synaptic inputs on dendrites of pyramidal neurons in DLPFC and hippocampus, and a deficit in working memory accompanied these changes in synaptic plasticity. While these findings provide a clear warning of potential harmful effects of BPA in young adults, it is quite feasible that the impact of BPA may be magnified in the developing or aged brain.
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Figure 1.
Identification of asymmetric spine synapses. Electron micrograph shows an asymmetric synaptic contact on a pyramidal cell apical dendritic (Pd) spine (Sp) in CA1 region of hippocampus. Note the spine apparatus (arrow). Asymmetric synapses on dendritic shafts (D) were not counted. Bar scale: 500 nm.
Figure 2.

2A - Accuracy of monkeys performing a variable spatial delay response task before (Baseline), and at 1-week and 4-weeks after implantation of an osmotic pump containing either vehicle or BPA. Data show median values with interquartile ranges in parentheses. * indicates performance was significantly different from baseline at p<0.05. **Fig 2B -** Accuracy of monkeys in a variable spatial delay response task 4-weeks following osmotic pump implantation containing either vehicle or BPA and 2 weeks after osmotic pump removal.
Figure 3.
Electron micrograph of the DLPFC from a control monkey (A) and BPA-exposed monkey (B), illustrating loss of spine synapses in the treated animal. Abbreviations: D, dendrite; arrows point to spine synapses.
Figure 4.
Electron micrograph of the CA1 region of hippocampus from a control monkey (A) and BPA-exposed monkey (B), illustrating loss of spine synapses in the treated animal. Abbreviations: D, dendrite; arrows point to spine synapses.
Figure 5.
Lower number of spine synapses in layer 2/3 of DLPFC (A) and CA1 region of hippocampus (B) of BPA-exposed monkeys compared with controls. The loss of spine synapses partially recovered during the month following BPA withdrawal. The median number of spine synapses in each group was significantly different from the value of other groups, as denoted by a different letter on each bar (p<0.0002). Error bars show the interquartile range.